Application for Day Transfer of Players
Name & Date of Contest: _________________________________________

Borrowing Band: _______________________________________

National Grading: Champ / 1st / 2nd / 3rd / 4th / Ungraded

Max. Borrowing Points allowed* ___________________________

Player’s Name

Registration
Number

Name of Band

LENDING Band:
Points
National Grading
Value*

Name and Signature of
Lending Band Secretary

* Please refer to Day Transfer rule 9.4 (overleaf) for points values applicable to your section.
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Extract from scaba Contesting and Registration Rules - Rules for Day Transfer of Players
Rule 9.4

Borrowed players will be assigned a points value according to the
grading of the band that holds their National Registration (the Lending
band) and the grading of the Borrowing band:
9.4.1 First Section: up to four (4) players may be borrowed from any
Graded section, with a maximum total points value no greater than 45.
Points values: Player from a Championship section band = 15 points
Player from a 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th section band = 10 points
9.4.2 Second Section: up to six (6) players may be borrowed from any
Graded section, with a maximum total points value no greater than 60.
Points values: Player from a Championship section band = 20 points
Player from a 1st section band = 15 points
Player from a 2nd, 3rd or 4th section band = 10 points
9.4.3 Third Section: up to six (6) players may be borrowed from any
Graded section, with a maximum total points value no greater than 65.
Points values: Player
Player
Player
Player

from
from
from
from

a
a
a
a

Championship section band = 25 points
1st section band = 20 points
2nd section band = 15 points
3rd or 4th section band = 10 points

9.4.4 Fourth & Ungraded Sections: up to six (6) players may be
borrowed from any Graded section, with a maximum total points value
no greater than 75.
Points values: Player
Player
Player
Player
Player

from
from
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from
from

a
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a
a

Championship section band = 30 points
1st section band = 25 points
2nd section band = 20 points
3rd section band = 15 points
4th section band = 10 points

9.4.5 Championship Section: up to four (4) players may be borrowed
from any Graded section. (Points value is not applicable).
NB: Players borrowed under the Day Transfer rules may not occupy principal
positions unless agreed by the scaba Contest Administrator and Secretary
before the date of the contest. Borrowed players may not play stand-up
solos. Borrowed players are not eligible for any individual soloist or
instrumentalist prizes.
It is the responsibility of the Contest Secretary or Secretary of the
borrowing band to ensure that the registration card of any player on a
Day Transfer is valid.
The Day Transfer Rules do not eliminate the option of borrowing a player
due to illness on the day of the contest as defined in scaba Contesting &
Registration Rules 8.4 – 8.7.

For the full scaba Contesting & Registration Rules, please refer to www.scaba.co.uk/contesting
This form must be returned to the Contest Administrator no later than 1 week before the contest

scaba undertakes to collect and use your personal data in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Our legal basis for processing this data is our legitimate
interest as a competition organiser. We use the data provided in this form solely for the administration of that contest. The personal data submitted on this form will be retained
securely by the Contest Administrator for 12 months. This data will not be shared with third parties or used for any purpose other than administration of scaba contests.
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